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1 Glossary 

Term EN Definition / Abbreviation 
Hot / Cold 
 
Current / Historical 

Used to distinguish data according to its operational 
relevance (Data Temperature). 
Synonyms and preferred terms: Current for Hot 
Historical for Cold 

Data Aging Process of transferring data from Current to Historical 
Areas within a database to save memory space as 
defined by the Application. The transfer is the result of 
specifying a non-initial Data Temperature for this data. 
 

Data Temperature Specifies to which database area (Current or Historical) 
the data is assigned. This field contains either a date that 
defines the data as Historical, or an initial value of 
00000000 that defines the data as Current. The Data 
Temperature influences the visibility of the data for ABAP 
Applications (OLTP and OLAP access). Non-initial 
Temperature values enable optimization of storage within 
the Historical Area (The records of a similar Temperature 
go together in a Historical partition).  
 

Data Aging 
Framework 

Data Aging development environment for Design Time 
and Runtime 

Data Aging Object DAgO, defines which tables participate together in a Data 
Aging Run and what logic (method implementation) is 
responsible for checking for age-ability and Temperature 
assignment to records of Object instances. Data Aging 
Objects can be enhanced. 
 

Partitioning Object Contains table assignments sharing the same partitioning 
schema for the table data to be moved in a Data Aging 
Run. A table can only be assigned to at most one 
Partitioning Object for this. However, a Partitioning Object 
can contain multiple tables.  
 

Partitioning Group Contains table assignments sharing the same partitioning 
schema for the table data to be moved in a Data Aging 
Run. Customers can create Partitioning Groups, so that 
they can override the SAP-delivered assignment of a 
table in a Partitioning Object.  
 

Enhancement Enhances a DAgO with additional tables. 
 

OTHERS partition The OTHERS partition (rest partition) is supposed to 
contain all data records for which a matching partition 
does not exist. That is, if a data set has a date in the 
_DATAAGING column which is not covered by an explicit 
partition, it will be moved to the OTHERS partition. For 
performance reasons, the Data Aging Framework 
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suppresses the creation of an OTHERS Partition and 
ensures that no gaps can occur in the partition ranges. 

2 Structure and Target Audience of this Document 
This development guide explains what ABAP Application developers have to do in order to be able to use 
Data Aging for their Applications. For Customers, this relates to developing Data Aging Objects 
containing tables in the Customer name space and enhancing SAP delivered Data Aging Objects by 
tables in the Customer name space. This covers the creation and implementation of Data Aging Objects 
including the Runtime of Data Aging. This guide gives details for the changes that might be needed in the 
coding that does access (potentially) aged data. This part is also important for any customer coding that 
has direct read and/or write access to tables contained in a Data Aging Object. 
First, Data Aging fundamentals are introduced, followed by explanations of the Aging Services of the 
Framework. 

3 SAP Data Aging at a Glance 
3.1 Data Aging Overview 
Data Aging is an S/4HANA-tailored concept for reducing the HANA memory footprint. Only operationally 
relevant data (Hot or Current Data) is loaded into HANA main memory. Any other data (Cold or Historical 
Data) is stored primarily on disk and will not affect Current Data performance. Historical Data remains 
accessible via SQL on request. You can distinguish both areas technically by the partitioning of tables on 
a particular column, the _DATAAGING column. The following Figure explains the Current and Historical 
partitions in the context of Data Aging. 

 
Figure 3.1 Current and Historical partitions  
The separation process of detecting data that can be moved to the Historical partition is handled by an 
Application, driven in an Aging Run and controlled by the Aging Service of the Data Aging Framework.  
The Application ensures that no key values that have already been moved to the Historical partition are 
assigned, thus ensuring the uniqueness of key values across the Current and the Historical partitions. In 
case of duplicate values, undefined results may occur in SQL SELECT statements or in view processing. 
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Storing Historical Data on disk is less expensive but comes with an access performance penalty. In addition, 
the separation of data influences the visibility of data. To maximize the memory footprint reduction and to 
preserve the optimal access performance, the default access is for Current Data only. Accessing Historical 
Data is controlled within the access logic of an Application. 
3.2 Prerequisites to a Data Aging Implementation  
3.2.1 System Prerequisites 

 The underlying database should support Data Aging. Currently, SAP HANA 1.0 SPS10 or higher 
is recommended. 

 The NetWeaver release should be SAP NW 7.40 SPS10 or higher. (SAP NetWeaver releases 
750, 751 or 76x are also supported.) 

 The Application Server ABAP (AS ABAP) has to have the profile parameter abap/data_aging  
set to “on” (use small letters). 

 The Data Aging Business Function DAAG_DATA_AGING is switched on. This Business 
Function is used to control the enablement of Data Aging. The Business Function controls the 
following actions of Data Aging: 

o Activating Data Aging Objects 
o Creating Partition Ranges 
o Maintaining the Data Aging Object specific customizing o Execution of Data Aging Runs 

Note:   The creation and definition of Data Aging Objects (in Transaction DAGOBJ), Partitioning Objects 
(in Transaction DAGPTC), or Aging Groups is possible without switching on this Business 
Function. 

 For more information about system requirements for Data Aging, see SAP Help Portal at 
http://help.sap.com -> SAP Net Weaver Platform -> Application Help -> Function-Oriented View -
> Solution Lifecycle Management -> Data Aging. 

 
3.2.2 Technical Prerequisites 
The following are the technical prerequisites for and properties of the participating tables to support Data 
Aging for HANA: 

 transparent  
 not clustered 
 columnar  
 not buffered  
 tables must not be history tables 
 tables need a column named _DATAAGING of type DATA_TEMPERATURE (data element). 

    This column is not a key field and its initialization flag must not be set. 
 

3.2.3 Design Steps for Applications 
1. Identify large or fast-growing tables and define a set of tables. Then, identify records that should 

be aged together. The best guidance here is to take into account the Business Object or the 
existing Archiving Objects. 

2. Define conditions (rules) that need to be matched for turning Current Data into Historical Data 
(mostly similar to an Archiving Object). 
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Note: When selecting the data for Aging, you must ensure that the Business date field that 
determines the value in _DATAAGING is not initial. Otherwise, an endless loop starts during 
Aging due to this (primarily inconsistent) data, as the same data will get processed over and over 
again without any outcome. 
 

3. Define temperature semantics. The temperature is syntactically a date. It needs to reflect the 
“age” of an old record so that records of a similar age can be stored in the same partition. The 
date is derived from a given time related criteria or other criterion of the application data model 
that supports restricting Cold Area access. For example, clearance date, booking/posting date, 
closure date, last change date, date of final state, and so on. 
 
Note: A later, final (closure) date is preferable to an early, initial (creation) date as you can then 
safely ignore data objects of a lower temperature (date) than specified as any business date in 
the typical query. Means, you can avoid looking up unnecessarily deep into Historical, because 
you can derive a lower border from the user selection.  
 

4. Analyze existing data access and reporting needs regarding the Aging Rules. Based on the Aging 
Rules, i.e. the combination of Business Checks for Ageability and defined Residence Times, 
access to Historical Data must be an exception. Otherwise, the rules need to adjusted: the 
implemented Business Checks need to ensure that no data is aged that is still needed for day-to-
day transactions, the Residence Time that is defined by the Customer should also consider 
typical analytical queries that are used frequently to run primarily on Hot Data. 
 

3.2.4 Implementation Steps 
 Add Aging Temperature column (_DATAAGING) to all relevant tables. 
 Register the Aging Object and the table set. 
 Implement the Aging logic using the Aging Service Interface. 
 Assign a Partitioning Object. 
 Adjust relevant reports and Transactions to allow access to Historical Data as needed. 
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4 Data Aging Framework 
4.1 Components of Aging Services 

 
The Data Aging Framework is implemented in ABAP. Some database specific implementations are 
provided in special BAdI implementations. 
The different components of the Aging backend are described here. 
 
4.1.1 Design Time 

 The central repository of Aging Objects. The Application needs to define the Object and the 
affected tables.  

 The Application also registers the coding for checks and selections. The logic is implemented in 
ABAP. It needs to be provided in an ABAP class that implements the Runtime interface of the 
Aging Service. 

4.1.2 Aging Partition Management 
 A service for creating partitions for the corresponding tables according to the configured partition 

criteria.  
 

4.1.3 Configuration 
 User-defined criteria for Aging (essentially the residence time) and partitioning are stored and 

managed for each Aging Object in a central location.  
 Runtime configurations are also controlled here, for example the package size. 
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4.1.4 Runtime and API 
 Control for executing and monitoring the Aging sessions. 
 Evaluates the definition and configuration of the Aging Object and calls the Application-specific 

coding.  
 Retrieves Aging date defined by the Application and updates the temperature for the given data 

sets. 
 Supports logging for the simulation run and productive run and provides statistics for each Aging 

Run of an Aging Object. 
 
 
4.2 Entities of Aging Services 
4.2.1 Data Aging Object 
The Data Aging Object defines the database tables which need to be aged together, so that all parts of a 
Business Object’s data record are aged.  The tables assigned to a Data Aging Object must fulfill the 
criteria described in chapter 3.2.2 so that they can be used in a Data Aging Object. Moreover, the table 
needs a column named _DATAAGING of type DATA_TEMPERATURE (data element).  
In addition to these attributes, the tables must be assigned to a Partitioning Object (see Chapter 4.2.2). 
 
 
4.2.1.1 Types of Aging Objects 
 
The following are the different types of Aging Objects: 
 

Type of Aging Object Usage Example 
Application DAgO Implemented by an Application BC_WORKITEM 

Enhancement  Implemented by Industry Solutions, 
Partners and so on, extending an 
existing Application DAgO 

EPM_ENHANCEMENT 
 

Service DAgO Implemented by a common self-
contained service, like Application Log, 
Intermediate Document 

BC_SBAL,  BC_IDOC 

Reuse DAgO Implemented by a common service, but 
not self-contained, like status 
management 

STATUS 

 
Application DAgO 
An Application DAgO is typically implemented by Applications. It needs to have a Runtime class (see 
Chapter 4.2.3) that implements the interface IF_DAAG_RUNTIME. In the Runtime class, checks are 
performed on the movement of data from Current to Historical and a Data Aging Temperature is 
determined for the data records that are intended for Data Aging.  
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An Application DAgO can be enhanced (see Chapter 5.1.4). If an Enhancement declaration is made, the 
DAgO needs to provide corresponding BAdIs and call them for the Application-specific Runtime. These 
BAdIs will be implemented by the parties providing the Enhancement. 
 
 
Enhancement  
At Runtime, Data Aging Objects that can be enhanced call one or more BAdIs that can be implemented 
by industry-specific solutions or by any other party. 
 
An Application Data Aging Object can have multiple Enhancements. The Enhancements itself do not 
have a Runtime class of their own. The runtime of Enhancements is the result of the implementation of 
the available BAdIs belonging to the enhanced Data Aging Object. 
 
At design time, the participating tables are defined in the Enhancements. They must fulfill the same 
criteria as the tables of Data Aging Objects. 
 
Note:  
The enhancements to an application aging object need to be behind the corresponding industry switch. 
 
 
Service DAgO  
Different Applications use some common services such as Application Log (SBAL) or Intermediate 
Documents (IDOCs), that have self-contained time or date information within their tables, which can be 
used for Aging decisions by its own rules.  
 These type of services can run as an independent Service DAgO and has its own IF_DAAG_RUNTIME 
implementation. It must not be called in the Aging Run of an Application DAgO. Service DAgOs may offer 
a veto BAdI that is called within the Runtime logic. Here Applications have the opportunity to avoid the 
relocation of their data managed by the common service. 
 
Reuse DAgO  
There are certain database tables which do not have a self-determined date and time information, thus 
determining the Aging Temperature is not possible independently. Applications use common services like 
status management (table JEST), which do not have a date or time field. These kind of tables are used by 
multiple Applications and the determination of an Aging Temperature will be done by the leading Object. 
Reuse Objects are created for these kind of tables. Reuse Objects cannot be run independently and need 
to be involved in the Aging Run of a leading DAgO. Hence it needs to provide a class that selects the 
data. This class needs to be called within the Runtime class of the leading Application DAgO.  For the Service class implementation a general interface (IF_DAAG_REUSE_DAGO) and further 
Framework support is provided. 
4.2.1.2 Consistency and Activation Checks 
A Data Aging Object needs to be consistent to be transported through the system landscape and to be 
ready for activation. The consistency checks are: 
  Tables assigned to an Aging Object are extended with the column _DATAAGING.  Buffering must be off for tables assigned to Data Aging Objects.  Each table belonging to an Aging Object needs to be assigned to a Partitioning Object (PTO).  The interface of the Aging Runtime Service IF_DAAG_RUNTIME (depending on the type) needs 

to be implemented in the assigned Application class. 
 
For the activation of an Aging Object (to be ready for Aging Runs), additional checks are performed: 
  Consistency check 
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 Are cluster tables changed to transparent tables?  Are partitions created on the DB for all DAgO tables?  
(There must be a Historical partition that covers today’s date. No gaps are allowed in between 
partition ranges.)  

4.2.2 Partitioning Object 
Partitioning Objects define the set of tables that are to be partitioned together and that have the same set 
of time ranges.  Each table participating in Aging must be assigned to exactly one Partitioning Object. 
Partitioning Objects must be defined and delivered by the Application.  

 
Figure 4.2.2 Relationship of Aging Object and Partitioning Object 
4.2.2.1 Partitioning 
In order to perform the Data Aging Runs (to move data from Current to Historical Area), all participating 
tables of the Aging Object must be partitioned. With Transaction DAGPTM in Customizing under 
Application Server->Basis Services-> Data Aging, RANGE partitions can be defined based on the 
_DATAAGING column. The Current partition has the date 00.00.0000. The Historical partitions can have 
intervals from 01.01.0001 up to 31.12.9999.   
A simple multi-level partitioning is supported. If a partitioning already exists on the first partitioning level, 
the Data Aging range partition can be performed on the second level.  
SAP HANA supports 2-level partitioning with HASH on first level, as of  SAP HANA 1.0 SPS9.3 and SAP 
NW 7.40 SPS11 also RANGE is possible on first level.  
Partitions must be explicitly created in each system and cannot be transported. 
 
4.2.3 Data Aging Runtime Class 
Data Aging Runtime classes implement the interface IF_DAAG_RUNTIME and are assigned by the 
Application at design time to the Data Aging Object. The Runtime class is called and processed by the 
Data Aging Framework during the Data Aging Run. In the Data Aging Runtime classes, the data records 
(keys + _DATAAGING field) intended for Data Aging are determined and added to the Data Container. 
When the Data Container is filled, the Data Aging Framework is instructed to update the data records.  
In case an Aging Object can be extended by Enhancements, the Applications must offer BAdIs that can 
be called at runtime. Enhancements implement these BAdIs and fill the Data Container with additional 
data (see Chapter 5.1.4) 
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4.2.3.1 Implementable Interfaces by the Application Class 
 
4.2.3.1.1 IF_DAAG_RUNTIME 
This is the central interface that must be implemented by the Application-specific Runtime classes. The 
interface has the following methods: 
  INIT 

The INIT method is called once by the Data Aging Framework per Data Aging Run. The Data Aging 
Framework transfers a reference to the interface IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING (by means of 
the importing parameter IO_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING).  
 
Example use: defining the default package size. 
 
The method does not contain any exceptions. 
  PROCESS 
The PROCESS method is called multiple times during runtime per Data Aging Run, and at least once 
by the Data Aging Framework. The Application must set the exporting parameter EV_CALL_AGAIN 
for each iteration. It gives the Data Aging Framework the information about whether the PROCESS 
method (EV_CALL_AGAIN = ABAP_TRUE) should be called again or not (EV_CALL_AGAIN = 
ABAP_FALSE). A further call of the PROCESS method is not guaranteed by the Framework, the 
Aging Runtime Service will make the final decision.  
 
In this method, the developer of a Data Aging Object determines the data records that are to be aged 
and which belong to a certain number of Business Objects (BO). He fills the Data Container with the 
corresponding data. The total number of BOs processed within one call of the PROCESS method is 
set by the package size parameter. All operations done during a PROCESS method call are based on 
the given BO package and this package has to be processed completely.  
 
If necessary - that is if the Data Aging Object can be enhanced - the relevant BAdIs have to be called 
to give the Enhancements the opportunity to fill the Data Container with additional data.  
 After the Data Container is filled, the UPDATE method of interface 
IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING must be called to instruct the Data Aging Framework to execute 
the update.  
The Application is not allowed to call a COMMIT by itself. The COMMIT is called by the Framework 
only after a successful update. Any further follow-up steps by the Application need to be taken after 
the update (such as release of locks) before the end of the PROCESS method (return to Framework).  
The exporting parameter EV_CALL_AGAIN must be set to ABAP_TRUE at the end of the PROCESS 
method, if additional data records for Data Aging exist, so that the PROCESS method can be called 
again. Otherwise, it needs to be set to ABAP_FALSE. In addition, the Data Container must be 
emptied using the RESET method so that it does not contain any data records that were already 
updated when it is called again. 
 
The method can raise exceptions of the exception class type CX_DAAG_PROCESSING. 

 
 
4.2.3.1.2 IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PARALLEL 
This interface needs to be implemented in case the Application class provides parallel processing of Data 
Aging. For further details see Chapter 6.1. 
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4.2.3.1.3 IF_DAAG_UNDO 
This interface needs to be implemented if the Application class provides the UNDO function of Data 

Aging. 
For further details see Chapter 6.2. 
 
 
4.2.3.1.4 IF_DAAG_ADJUSTMENT 
This interface needs to be implemented if the Application class needs a Finalize method, or wants to 
change the table set or needs some repair processes after an Aging Run has crashed. 
For further details see Chapter 6.3. 
 
 
4.2.3.1.5 IF_DAAG_REUSE_DAGO 
This interface needs to be implemented in case the Aging Object is a Reuse Aging Object. 
 
 4.2.3.2 Communication Interfaces to be used by the Application Class 
4.2.3.2.1 IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING 
The interface IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING represents the communication between the 
Application-specific Runtime and the Data Aging Framework Runtime. It is instantiated by the Data Aging 
Framework and transferred in the INIT method of the interface IF_DAAG_RUNTIME. 
The interface has the following attributes: 
  MO_ABAP_DATA_CONTAINER (TYPE REF TO IF_DAAG_ABAP_DATA_CONTAINER) 

This is a reference to the Data Container. This reference is used in the Application-specific Runtime 
class to fill the Data Container with data records. 
  MS_CUSTOMIZING (TYPE DAAG_S_CUSTOMIZING) 
This contains Customizing for each Data Aging Object that is being processed. 
  MO_RUNTIME_LOG (TYPE IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_LOG) 
This is a reference of the logging interface IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_LOG.  
An instance of class CL_DAAG_RUNTIME_LOG is provided and can be used for Application specific 
logging of the Aging process. Logging methods are part of class CL_DAAG_RUNTIME_LOG.   
  MV_RUN_NUMBER (TYPE SYSUUID_C22)  
This is the internal number of the Run management. 

  MV_FLG_PAR_PROCESSING (TYPE ABAP_BOOL)  
If the parallel processing is supported by the Application, this attribute gives the information whether 
the Run is working in serial mode (false) or parallel mode (true). 
 
MT_REUSE_OBJECTS (TYPE DAAG_T_OBJ_REF)  
If a Reuse DAgO is registered at the Application DAgO, an instance is given here. 
 

 
The interface has the following methods: 
 UPDATE 

You use the UPDATE method to trigger the update of data records by the Data Aging Framework. It 
should be called during the PROCESS method once the Data Container contains all of the data to be 
updated. The Data Aging Framework implements the method and executes the update of the data 
records in the Data Container for the Aging Object under processing. 
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Note: the exporting parameter EV_UPDATE_FAILED allows the Application to check whether the 
update has failed.  

4.2.3.2.2 IF_DAAG_ABAP_DATA_CONTAINER 
The Data Container is used at runtime to retain the data records that have been determined. It is filled by 
the Application-specific Runtime class and, if necessary, enriched with additional data by the 
Enhancements. It is read by the Data Aging Framework to update the data records in the database. 
The interface has the following attributes that need to be filled by the Data Aging Runtime class: 
 GT_PROC_BOS (Type DAAG_T_PROC_BUSINESS_OBJECTS) 

The number of processed Business Objects in a data package that are sent for update is entered here 
by the Application-specific Runtime.  
  GV_MAX_DATE (Type DAAG_MAX_DATE) 
The latest date for a data package is entered here by the Application-specific Runtime. The maximum 
of all GV_MAX_DATEs will be stored for the Aging Object in the Framework metadata for each run 
along with the absolute max value over all runs. The Application can then use this date to enable 
optimized read access to Historical Data.  
  GV_REF_DATE (Type DAAG_REF_DATE) with SP09 
This is an optional attribute. It can be used to control the Current/ Historical access by Applications. 
This attribute can be set by the Applications for each package. It has the same handling as the MAX 
date.  

 
 
The interface has the following methods: 
 RESET 

The RESET method removes all data (at the time of the method call) from the Data Container and 
resets the attributes GT_PROC_BOS and GV_MAX_DATE. It must be called by the Application-
specific Runtime class after the UPDATE method has been called. 

  GET_REFERENCE_FOR_TABLE 
The GET_REFERENCE_FOR_TABLE method returns a reference to the internal table and row. It has 
two importing parameters: 
 
- IV_TABNAME 

This is where you specify the table name for which you want the reference to the internal table. 
 

- IV_ENHANCEMENT (optional) 
When Enhancements are implemented they call this method and provide their own name in this 
parameter. This is necessary if the Enhancement uses the same table as the enhanced Data 
Aging Object but uses a different number of key fields.  
 

It contains the following exporting parameters: 
- ER_ITAB (TYPE REF TO DATA) 

Reference to the internal table  
- ER_ITAB_LINE (TYPE REF TO DATA) 

Reference to a row in the internal table 
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 GET_DATA 
The GET_DATA method returns an internal table with the entire content of the Data Container: 
 
- RT_DATA (TYPE DAAG_T_CONTAINER) 

Contains the data of all previously queried tables 
 
 

4.2.3.2.3 IF_DAAG_CONSTANTS 
This interface contains constants for Data Aging.  It contains the most important constant GC_AGING_ROLLNAME for the data type of the Data Aging field  
(=> DATA_TEMPERATURE) and the constant GC_AGING_FIELDNAME for the field name of the Data 
Aging field (=> _DATAAGING). Both have to be used by the Application. 
 
Further constants will be defined here. 
 
4.2.4 Aging Runtime  
The Data Aging Runtime is handled through a report. The Aging Runtime is managed through an Aging 
Group which contains a group of Aging Objects. There are no selection options provided for the Runtime. 
Only one Aging Run can be processed for an Aging Group at a time. The Aging Runtime consists of two 
parts:  

 The preparation phase, in which validations are performed in order to avoid foreseeable problems 
 The Runtime processing part, which calls the Aging Runtime class 
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During the preparation phase, validations are performed for the Aging Objects involved in the Aging 
Group. Only those Objects which fulfill the activation criteria are allowed to be processed. 
Once the activation checks are completed successfully, the Aging Runtime instantiates the Aging 
Runtime class of the Aging Object and the corresponding PROCESS method is called. In the PROCESS 
method of the Aging Runtime class, certain number of BO instances are selected (as per the package 
size maintained). The Application which created the Aging Runtime class, could provide a BAdI in order 
to facilitate extended selection and validation criteria for the data selection. Afterwards the Runtime class 
process method stores the selection keys together with the target Historical date to the given references 
in the ABAP Data Container. 
After the Application has finished selecting the relevant data, it calls the UPDATE method of the 
Framework (callback method). The Application is not allowed to call a COMMIT by itself. The COMMIT is 
called by the Framework only after a successful update. The operation of the process method is based on 
the given package of BOs, and this package has to be processed completely. In case of failure the 
Frameworks need to be able to rollback completely and this is only possible if the Framework is in control 
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of the COMMIT. Any locks set by the Application to its data need to be released afterwards.  
Now the Framework can call the process method again, if this is declared by the Applications logic. The 
Framework decides whether this “call again” will be done or not (because of external stopping 
mechanism). 
4.2.4.1 Aging Group 
The Aging Run Group is a set of Aging Objects that are processed in the Aging Service report. This is to 
support a higher degree of automation of the Aging process in an SAP system. The order of the objects – 
the sequence number - within the group reflects the sequence of Data Aging Object processing. 
There are two different types of Aging Groups – customer defined Aging Groups and SAP delivered 
Aging Groups. Please refer to Chapter 5.4 for more details on Data Aging Groups. 
4.2.4.2 Packaging 
During the PROCESS method of the Data Aging Runtime class, a bulk of the data representing the BO 
instances is provided. This is called the package size. The package size can be set in the customizing of 
the Data Aging Object (by the Customer). Inside the Data Aging Runtime class, a default value needs to 
be considered, in case the customizing is not maintained.  There shall be no interdependencies between 
the packages and this need to be ensured within the Data Aging Runtime class. 
In the context of parallel processing the package size represents still the bulk of data which is selected 
prior to the distribution to different work processes. Means, the package size must grow along with the 
degree of parallelization. 
4.3 Authorization Management 
The following Authorization Objects are used:  

 S_DAAG for a Data Aging Object (execute and activate)  S_DAGPTM for Data Aging Partitioning (show and execute)  
S_DAAG is checked for activating Aging Objects and for processing an Aging Run. 
There is no restriction for the creation and development of Aging Objects.  
The default authorization is given for the example objects. 
S_DAGPTM is checked for displaying the partitions via DAGPTM and for execution of partition creation. 
There is no restriction for the creation of Partitioning Objects or Groups via DAGPTC.  
The default authorization is given for activity display. 
4.4 Other Features 
There are more features that are offered by the Data Aging Framework. 

 Parallel processing  for faster processing of the Data Aging Runs  UNDO Data Aging  for reverting (UNDO) the Data Aging due to wrong Aging of Business 
Data  Appl. specific statistic  for navigation from Framework statistic to appl. specific statistics 
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5 Transactions 
5.1 DAGOBJ – Manage Data Aging Objects 
5.1.1 Overview of Data Aging Objects 
The overview screen of Transaction DAGOBJ shows the list of Data Aging Objects (along with some 
basic information) in the system. 

 
Fig 5.1.1 Overview screen for the Aging Objects 
The overview screen offers the following functions: 

 Refresh the list of Data Aging Objects 
 Display the details of the Data Aging Object 
 Create a new Data Aging Object 
 Delete a Data Aging Object 
 Activate a Data Aging Object 

 Deactivate a Data Aging Object 
 
5.1.2 Creation of Data Aging Objects 
The following information needs to be assigned during the creation of a Data Aging Object: 

 Data Aging Object Name 
 Description 
 Application Area 
 Aging Object Type (Application, Service or Reuse) 
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Figure 5.1.2 Create screen for a Data Aging Object. 
5.1.3 Data Aging Object Details 
The detailed view of the Data Aging Objects shows the following information: 

 Header data of the Aging Object 
o Basic information like name and description 
o Switch that needs to be active to use the Data Aging Object (optional) 
o Transaction to display the Application specific statistics 

 Implementation Runtime class 
 All participating tables with the following information: 

o Number of key fields used: During the data aging runtime, the corresponding internal 
table of the data container will be populated with the key fields specified in this field. It is 
not always mandatory to give the fill key fields of the database table.  
Example: 
The table DAAG_EXA_SBOOK has 5 key fields (MANDT, CARRID, CONNID, FLDATE, and 
BOOKID). If you enter the value '3' here, the first three fields, MANDT, CARRID, and CONNID 
, are used. The corresponding internal table in the data container then contains only the fields 
_DATA_TEMPERATURE, MANDT, CARRID, and CONNID. 
 

o Partitioning Object to which the table is assigned 
o Information about table consistency 
o Further Data Aging Objects/ Enhancement Objects the table is used in 

 Enhancement Spot defined by the Application (relevant for Data Aging Objects which can be 
enhanced) 

 Analysis program, for detailed information about why records could not be aged. Analysis reports 
are application owned and shall be executed independently of the activation status of the data 
aging object. This report shall contain the logic of the application’s runtime class. Please refer the 
report DAAG_EXAMPLE_ANALYSIS_REPORT as an example.  
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Figure 5.1.3 Detailed view of the Data Aging Object 
The following functions are possible in the details screen: 

 Go to the management of Enhancement/Reuse Objects 
 Where-used list of tables used in an Aging Object 
 Display/ Change details 

 Consistency check for an Aging Object 
 
The consistency check validates whether  A Runtime class that implements the interface IF_DAAG_RUNTIME has been entered.  Tables with the _DATAAGING column are entered and assigned to a Partitioning Object or 

Partitioning Group.  At least one Enhancement Spot is entered in case a Data Aging Object can be enhanced (a 
warning is displayed if no Enhancement Spot is entered), and whether all of Enhancements are 
consistent (an Enhancement is considered consistent if at least one table is entered and all tables 
entered are consistent). 

 
Note: The details screen will vary slightly with the Data Aging Object type. 
 
5.1.4 Creation of Enhancement Objects 
A Data Aging Object of type “Application” can be enhanced by Partners/Customers. However, the 
Application Aging Object need to be marked as extensible. Enhancement Objects are not activated, but 
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must be consistent. You can navigate to the overview screen of Enhancements from the Application Data 
Aging Object. 
Note: When you create a new Enhancement for an active Aging Object, the object must first be 
deactivated and afterwards reactivated.  
 

 Figure 5.1.4.1 Application object which can be enhanced 
 

 Figure 5.1.4.2 Overview screen of the Enhancement Aging Objects 
 
On the details screen for the Enhancements, the participating tables, and optionally a switch, are entered.  
The functions are identical as described in Chapter 5.1.3. 
 

   Figure 5.1.4.2 Detail screen of an Enhancement Aging Object 
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5.2 DAGPTC – Manage Partitioning Objects 
Partitioning Objects are managed using the Transaction DAGPTC. The underlying view cluster is 
DAAG_PTO_VC. 
A Partitioning Object is made of a header entry and one or more dependent entries. The Partitioning 
Object is the header entry and the participating tables constitute the dependent entries. The participating 
tables should adhere to the following criteria: 

 Table is not buffered. 
 Table should have a _DATAAGING column. 

 
Figure 5.2.1 Partitioning Object list in Transaction DAGPTC 
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Figure 5.2.2 Participating tables in a Partitioning Object 
5.3 DAGPTM – Maintain Partition Ranges 
The Transaction DAGPTM is used to partition the tables which belong together. The partitioning must 
take place in the system in which the Data Aging Object is active and in which the Data Aging Run will be 
executed. 

 
Figure 5.3.1 Detailed view of Transaction DAGPTM 
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The main screen of the DAGPTM consists of two areas: 
 The left pane has all Partitioning Objects arranged in a tree view. The different entities like 

Partitioning Object, participating tables, and the corresponding Partition Ranges are arranged in 
the tree view. 

 The right pane provides a detailed view of the entity/node selected on the left pane. The following 
information is available in the details: 

o Data Aging Object/s associated with the tables of the Partitioning Object 
o Existing partitions for the selected Partitioning Object 

There are different icons and color codes used in the Partition Object tree as well as the details. The 
meaning of the icons and color codes can be found in the “Legend”. 

 
Figure 5.3.2 Legends (meaning of different icons and colors) in Transaction DAGPTM 
New Partition Ranges can be created for a Partitioning Object by specifying the Start Date and End 
Date. Choose Partition in Background afterwards. 
 
5.4 DAGRUN – Manage Data Aging Runs 
Data Aging Runs are managed using Transaction DAGRUN. The landing screen for the Transaction 
shows the list of Data Aging Runs that happened in the system in descending order of time. A Data Aging 
Run is executed for an entity known as Data Aging Group. Only one Data Aging Run at a time can run for 
a Data Aging Group. If a Data Aging Run is already active and an additional Run is to be started, the 
Framework will not start the latter run. There are two kinds of Data Aging Groups: 
 
1. Customer-defined Data Aging Group  A Data Aging Group can be defined in Transaction DAGRUN. It is possible to have one or more 

Aging Objects in an Aging Group. However, Data Aging Objects included in one Aging Group cannot 
be included in another Aging Group. 
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 Figure 5.4.1 Edit Data Aging Groups 
 

2. Application-delivered Data Aging Group 
The Application areas (inside SAP) can deliver their Data Aging Groups to the Customer. The End 
User cannot modify these. A Data Aging Object can be part of only one Data Aging Group. The only 
exception is if a Data Aging Object is part of an Application-delivered Data Aging Group. Then it can 
also be part of a Customer-created Data Aging Group. The Customer-defined Data Aging Group and 
its assigned Aging Object overrides the Application-delivered Aging Group and its assigned Objects. 

 
Note: The composition of Data Aging Groups can change over time. To have a history of the composition 
of Data Aging Groups available, statistics are created for each Data Aging Run. These statistics persist 
the state of the Data Aging Group at the time the Data Aging Run starts.  
 
Each Run is displayed in a table with its related Data Aging Group, corresponding job, start time, current 
runtime, and status.  
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Figure 5.4.2 Overview of Data Aging Runs 
5.4.1 Status 
The following table displays the different statuses for Data Aging Runs. 

Initial The Data Aging Run has started and is in process. 
Successful The Data Aging Run was completed without errors. 
Errors The Data Aging Run was completed, but errors occurred. 
Blocked The Data Aging Run was not started as another run was active for the 

selected Aging Group. 
To be Stopped During a Data Aging Run the User can stop the Aging Run by pressing the 

“Stop” button. This status is set for an Aging Run once the Stop is initiated. 
The current package will be completed and then the run terminates. No 
further packages will be processed. 

Data Aging Run 
Stopped 

Data Aging Run stopped. 
 
5.4.2 Interactions in Transaction DAGRUN 
5.4.2.1 Refresh  
Updates the Data Aging Run information in the overview. 
5.4.2.2 Schedule Job 
A new Data Aging Run can be scheduled. A dialog box opens, where the Data Aging Group information 
and spool parameters can be set and the new job can be triggered. 
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5.4.2.3 Statistics 
The statistics information of an Aging Run can be displayed by double clicking on the Aging Run or by 
pressing the statistics button ( ). The statistics contain all Data Aging Objects that are part of the 
related Data Aging Group at the time the Data Aging Run was started. 

 
Note:  

 If Application-specific statistics exist and a Monitoring Transaction is registered, a further button is 
shown here to navigate forward to the specific statistics. 

 The Aging Runtime class must fill the statistics for the number of Business Objects processed 
and the "Latest Date". 

5.4.2.4 Job Overview 
The details of the related job are displayed directly out of the Batch Job Management (depending on the 
maintenance of Job Management, jobs will be deleted after a period of time defined by the System 
Administrator). 
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5.4.2.5 Stop Aging Run 
The current Run of a Data Aging Group can be terminated by clicking this icon.  
5.5 DAGADM – Maintain existing Data Aging Objects 
This Transaction is for use by an Administrator for Data Aging to see the Data Aging Objects at a glance. 
With this Transaction, an overview of the activation status of the Aging Objects is given and some 
information about the last Aging Run. The main functions in the Transaction are: 
5.5.1 Refresh 
Updates the latest information with respect to the Data Aging Objects, mainly the Aging Run related 
information is updated. 
5.5.2 Start Analysis Run 
The Analysis Run of an Aging Object can be triggered using this function. Please note, that an Analysis 
Run can only be performed if the Aging Object definition contains an Analysis Run program. 
5.5.3 Display Analysis Run 
Displays the information about the Analysis Runs already performed. 
5.5.4 Activate/ Deactivate Aging Objects 
Data Aging Objects need to be activated before performing the Aging Runs. In order to change Data 
Aging Object, they need to be deactivated. Both Activation and Deactivation can be performed in 
Transaction DAGADM.  
5.5.5 Navigate to Aging Run 
Navigation to Transaction DAGRUN for a selected Aging Object is possible from here. 
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5.5.6 Display Current/ Historical Data 
The distribution of data in the Current and Historical Area can be analyzed using this function. The 
distribution is provided in a graphical as well as a tabular format. 

 
 
5.5.7 Filter Aging Objects by Table 
The Data Aging Objects can be filtered by table name using this function. 
5.5.8 Navigate to Data Aging Group 
Navigation to the Data Aging Group information for the selected Aging Object is possible using this 
function. 
 6 Other Features of Data Aging Runs and further Utilities 
6.1 Parallel Processing of Data Aging Runs 
This is not a mandatory step. The Transaction DAGRUN executes Data Aging Runs through which data 
is moved from the Current Partition to different Cold or Historical Partitions in the database tables. 
However, since there can be a large amount of data in different Application tables, it can be possible that 
an Aging Run takes a long time. Parallel processing can make this step faster. Even though the Data 
Aging Framework provides the possibility for parallel processing, the Application decides whether its 
Aging Object supports the parallel mode. 
In case Applications want to support parallelization, they need to implement the interface 
IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PARALLEL and the method GET _LIST_OF_BOS. For each Data Aging Object, 
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the Business Objects to be aged need to be retrieved and pushed to the Aging Framework with 
ER_BO_LIST. Once the Business Object instances (list of keys) are retrieved, the Aging Framework 
subdivides them into packages and distributes those over different work processes (dialog RFC by 
STARTING NEW TASK). The Application PROCESS method is called.  
To better manage dependencies across Business Object Instances, the Application may also decide to 
build the packages on its own, making use of the parameter ET_BO_PACKAGING. In case the 
parameter ET_BO_PACKAGING is filled, these packages will be processed. 
After all work processes are finished, the Framework calls GET _LIST_OF_BOS again in case the 
CALL_AGAIN flag has been set.  
Proposal: 
In case the Application decides to support parallel processing, the coding can be structured in such a way 
that the GET _LIST_OF_BOS method is used Application-internally also for serial processing. 

 
Figure 6.1.1 Proposal: Schema for implementing the PROCESS method by internal usage of 
GET_LIST_OF_BOS for serial mode. If IR_BOS is empty, then it is possible to use 
IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING-> MV_TASK_IS_CHILD. In case of “Child” you are in the RFC. 

 
For a Data Aging Run to be executed in parallel mode, the Aging Framework needs to be aware of three 
parameters that the Customer maintains via Transaction DAGOBJ menu Goto->Customizing. 
 
The parameters are: 

 Max Tasks: The number of parallel tasks per server cluster  
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 Package Size: The package size of each GET _LIST_OF_BOS  package  
 Server Group Name 

 
Figure 6.1.2 Customizing view DAAG_OBJECTS_CUS for parallel processing 
 
It is up to the Application to avoid cross dependencies of Business Object instances. 
Application self-packaging (parameter ET_BO_PACKAGING) can be used if the Application cannot 
ensure that Framework package building leads to independent packages, e.g. in case the Business 
Object key and item key are together in one “flat” table. 
In case the Application makes use of self-packaging with parameter ET_BO_PACKAGING, it has to be 
ensured by the Application, that each self-built package contains a number of Business Object instances 
comparable to the number in a package the Framework would build.  
The Application has to mark each line of the list with a number corresponding to the package. The 
number of parallel packages allowed is available via the Framework interface 
IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING-> MS_CUSTOMIZING. The parameter ER_BO_PACKAGING 
needs to be cleared after each call of the GET _LIST_OF_BOS method. The package numbers from 1 – 
n need to be reused.  
With attribute IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING-> MV_TASK_IS_CHILD, you can check if your 
instance is running in an RFC or in the main report. 
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Parallel processing for Applications 
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 Figure 6.1.3: Run schema of parallel processing  
(Method RUN_FINAL is available in IF_DAAG_ADJUSTMENT) 
Some remarks for implementation: 

 The types used for ER_BO_LIST need to be defined separately in the Application class. The usage 
of DB table as type will lead to a failure in the Framework when the content is transformed to XML. 
The basic types used need to be DDIC types.  

 Working with CURSOR in the GET _LIST_OF_BOS is possible, but for debugging purposes the 
report needs to run in dialog mode. In dialog mode by using F8 the cursor becomes invalid. 

 Have a look at the example object DAAG_SFLIGHT. 
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6.2 UNDO of Data Aging  
UNDO is a not a mandatory, but a strongly recommended step to be delivered by the Applications. 
Applications can choose to implement UNDO if there is a chance of an incorrectly customized residence 
time for a Data Aging Object and data might get moved by accident too early to Cold / Historical 
Partitions. In this case there is the necessity to revert the Aging for these Business Objects (and for no 
other purpose!). This is called UNDO. 
However, reverting the Aging of Business Object instances must not be possible for objects of all Aging 
Runs carried out in the past, as this could lead to reloading a huge amount of Cold / Historical Data back 
to the Hot /Current Partition and will affect not only the memory consumption*.  
The Aging Services do not know anything about the Business Object instances other than the Aging 
Date. Restoring of aged data is done by defining a Target Date that is reflecting the Aging Date of 
Business Object instances. Each object which has a younger (higher, near present) date as this Target 
Date will be affected by the UNDO. To reduce the impact of this restore, there is a limitation for the Time 
Period. The Time Period is starting with the Absolute Max Date (the Absolute Max Date is the maximum 
of all Aging Dates, i.e. the youngest of the Historical Data per Aging Object). 
The Time Period can be maintained by the Customer. 
Notes:  

 Number of days cannot exceed 180 (the current limit by the Framework).  The UNDO of Data Aging is not possible for dedicated Business Object instances  The Application may offer a sub selection of Business Object types o Complete: term used for “all types of a Business Object are reverted” 
o Partial: term used for “only a subset of  Business Object types is reverted”  

 The description in this document is the current way UNDO works. There could be 
changes/additions to this in the future. 

 
* Likely problems with UNDO 
 
> Reverting of Aging may become critical. Therefore, the Aging Service does not allow restoring data 
which has an Aging Date very far from the Absolute Max Date (180 day limit). The revoking of Data Aging 
must not lead to problems in a chain of Business Documents. In case of dependencies between Business 
Documents, it must be ensured, that a Business Object instance that is depending on another Business 
Document being aged cannot be moved to Current again. This would violate the Aging Checks.   
> Data that is affected by an UNDO must not violate the uniqueness constraint. If keys are reused across 
Current and Historical (even if exceptionally), this leads to a failure of the update to Current because the 
key in the Current partition already exists. 
> Restoring of single dedicated Business Object instances is and will not be supported by the Aging  
Services. 
6.2.1 How does the UNDO work 
An Aging Run cannot be dedicatedly reset with respect to the Business Object instances that have been 
aged. 
Each Aging Run creates a new valid Maximum Date (Max Date) that is greater than the one of the 
previous Run (not necessarily, but in most cases, and the below projection in Figure 6.2.1 is still valid).  
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For the UNDO, the Framework is focusing only on the Max Date of the Aging Runs. It provides a date 
window for the Max Date of the last Aging Run (n) down to the Max Date of the predecessor Aging Run 
(n-1). The UNDO will only reset data whose Aging Date is within the date window. The statistics of an 
Aging Run has nothing to do with the statistics of an UNDO.  
 

U-X-1 U-X U-2 U-1 U

MAX date run n-1
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Figure 6.2.1  The projection of the Aging Run Max Date to the UNDO date borders.  
An Aging Run cannot dedicatedly be reset. I.e. the UNDO U-1 is processing parts of data of Aging Run N 
and N-1 that are within the date window for Aging Run N-2 and N-1. 

 
During the UNDO process the date window is determined by the Framework and passed to the 
Application. Across this date window the Application needs to do the Select (strictly ordered by date 
from top down) and to determine the Business Object instances whose Aging Date is within this date 
window. The Framework passes such date windows to the Application till the Target Date is reached. The 
Target Date is of free choice (with the current limitation to not go deeper to the past than 180 days from 
the Absolute Max Date) 
The same date window is passed to the Application as long as data is available within this date window. 
The Application makes use of the CALL_AGAIN mechanism here. Once no more data is found within the 
current date window, the Application will set this flag to FALSE. As a result, the Framework will now call 
the Application again with the next date window). 
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After the UNDO, the Framework needs to adapt the Max Date of the Aging Runs, which are covered by a 
date window. It is necessary that the Application is determining the new valid Max Date after a date 
window has been processed by the UNDO. If no sub-selection is done, that is, no limitation to some 
kind of Business Object categories, this is not difficult. An Aging Run that is correlating (covered) with a 
date window is marked as completely invalidated after the UNDO. It now has the Max Date of its 
predecessor Aging Run, which is not yet processed by the UNDO (in the figure above this is explained 
with Aging Run n and n-1). 
With sub-selection this is more complex, because in this case mostly the categories which are not 
processed determine the new overall Max Date (and the local Max Date of the correlated Aging Run). 

 
Figure 6.2.2 General consideration for the case of sub-selection etc.  
 
The Framework passes here within the process of UNDO four different date windows overall to the 
Application (always one which has to be processed by the Application, when it is finished the next and so 
on). The last date window has as start date the Max Date of the Aging Run n-x, the end date is the Target 
Date. The new Max Date that is valid after an UNDO of a date window is depicted as orange arrow. The 
green bars are the data packages of the Application. The width is correlating with the data volume 
respective to the Business Object instances. The volume of processed Business Object instances is 
equal for all data packages (package size). Only the last data package may have less Business Object 
instances. The lenght of the green bars is correlated to the date range processed in the package. A 
strong order of the Aging date from top down needs to be followed by the Select. Additionally, interruption 
cases are depicted in Figure 6.2.2.  
 
The UNDO functionality needs to be supported by the Application 
With NW 7.50 SP02, a new interface IF_DAAG_UNDO_RUNTIME is provided to be implemented by the 
Application Runtime class. 
 
6.2.2 How to implement 
The Application Runtime class needs to implement the UNDO interface IF_DAAG_UNDO_RUNTIME. 
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6.2.2.1 Interface IF_DAAG_UNDO_RUNTIME 
 
UNDO_INIT 
 

Here all Runtime specific parameters are given by a reference to 
IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING 
 mo_runtime_processing ->MV_REF_AGING_RUN_NUM_FOR_UNDO 

Affected Aging Run 
 mo_runtime_processing->if_daag_processing_data-> MO_ABAP_DATA_CONTAINER 

Data Container 
 mo_runtime_processing->if_daag_processing_data-> MV_TASK_IS_CHILD 

Is RFC task 
 IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING->UPDATE() 

Update method 
PARALLEL_PROCESSING_SUPPORTED (static) 

If the Application does not support a parallel UNDO processing the flag  
EV_PARALLEL_SUPPORTED has to be set to FALSE. 

GET_UNDO_F4_HELP_DATA (static) 
In case the Application does support sub-selection, this method has to be implemented to support 
the F4 help.  

GET_LIST_OF_BOS_FOR_UNDO 
This is called in parallel mode if supported by the Application. 

IN  
 IV_PACKAGE   the package size 
 IV_UNDOING_LOWER_DATE 
 IV_UNDOING_UPPER_DATE 
 IT_SELECTION_REFERENCE  

OUT 
 EV_CALL_AGAIN    

This flag is to be set by the Application if there is still data for the date window given. 
 ER_BO_LIST   

List of Business Object keys selected, will be divided into sub-packages by the Framework 
or 

 ER_BO_PACKAGING  
List of Business Object keys selected in case the Application does provide sub-packaging on its 
own 

 NEW_VALID_MAX_DATE_OF_REMAINING  
The Max Date of the remaining data in the Historical Area 

PROCESS_UNDO 
Will be called in parallel mode n times parallel after a GET_BO_LIST_FOR_UNDO call, in serial 
mode for each package. 

IN 
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 IR_BOS  
List of BOs. Part of result of get_bo_list_for_undo. Only used in parallel mode. 

 IV_UNDOING_LOWER_DATE 
 IV_UNDOING_UPPER_DATE 
 IT_SELECTION_REFERENCE 
In parallel mode, only the IR_BOS will be used. Other will not be send by the Framework. 

OUT 
 EV_CALL_AGAIN 

Has to be set by the Application in serial mode if still data is available for the date window given. 
 NEW_VALID_MAX_DATE_OF_REMAINING 

Max Date of the remaining data in the Historical Area.  
6.2.2.2 Processing in Serial and Parallel Mode 
 
Serial processing 
The PROCESS_UNDO method of the Application is called in UNDO mode. The date range (lower and 
upper date) is given by IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PROCESSING. This date range has to be taken into 
account by the Application coding for the selection. 
The Application is selecting data within this date range with the given package size (same package size 
like for Aging report). As long as the Application will find data for this date range the CALL_AGAIN flag 
needs be to set after processing of the package. The Aging Service will call the PROCESS method the 
next time with the same date range until the flag is not set anymore. 
If the CALL_AGAIN flag is FALSE, the PROCESS_UNDO method will be called again by the Aging 
Service, now with the next date range. This procedure will go on until the Target Date is reached. 
Within each package processing the Application needs to evaluate the Max Date of the data which is still 
Historical.  
Parallel processing 
Similar to the Aging Runtime there is a method for pre-selection: GET_LIST_OF_BOS_FOR_UNDO 
(called GLOBFU). Its content gets distributed to parallel working packages that will be called for the 
PROCESS_UNDO method within separate RFCs. 
It is important that the Applications do the selection SQL with an  “ORDER BY” for the Aging Date. 
The interface of the GLOBFU method and the interface of the PROCESS_UNDO method are equal for 
the return parameters CALL_AGAIN and valid Max Date. The PROCESS_UNDO method needs as input 
the result list of GLOBFU, and GLOBFU provides this result list as output parameter. 
Optionally the Application is able to control the build of the package list for the PROCESS_UNDO by itself 
via defining the package number by usage of ET_BO_PACKAGING (similar to the Aging Runtime). If the 
Applications offer to deliver their Data Aging Objects in parallel mode, then the interface 
IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PARALLEL has to be implemented.  
6.2.3 Running the UNDO Report 
The UNDO Run can only be started for one Aging Object 

 Customizing 
Maintain the Max Number of Days for the Target Date back to the past from the Global Max Date. 
The customizing is done via Transaction DAGOBJ, menu Goto->Customizing 
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 Figure 6.2.3 Customizing view DAAG_OBJECTS_CUS for UNDO and Parallel Processing 
 

 
 Schedule UNDO Run 

o Go to Transaction DAG_UNDO (or navigate from Transaction DAGRUN) 
o Press Schedule New Job button from toolbar  
o In the Schedule UNDO Job dialog, enter the following 
 Data Aging Object 
 UNDO Target Date 
 Start Date 
 Spool Parameters 
 Press Execute button 

 
Figure 6.2.4 Schedule new UNDO run for the Data Aging Object without selection reference 
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Parameter: Selection Reference 
 Complete: 

If the “Selection Reference” is not provided while scheduling the UNDO run, all types of a 
Business Objects will be selected for revoking the Aging Date.  

 Partial: 
If the User wants only particular Business Object instances of dedicated Business Object 
categories to be moved to the Current Partition, then he has to provide the value in the  
“Selection Reference” field. 

 
Example - ‘Flight Model’:  
If the User wants to move all flight bookings with carrier ID ‘AA’, then the User has to provide this 
value in the Selection Reference field. 
Note: A User can enter multiple selections in the Selection Reference field. 
A Dynamic F4 help is available for the Selection Reference field. The Data Aging Framework allows 
assignment of an Application-specific F4 help to the Selection Reference field. To enable an F4 help 
the method GET_UNDO_F4_HELP_DATA needs to be implemented in the Application class. This 
method should export the reference variable with the values that should appear in the F4 display. 

 
Figure 6.2.5 Schedule UNDO job with selection reference 

6.3 Adjustment  
This feature is an optional step. The interface IF_DAAG_ADJUSTMENT provides methods, which can be 
used for special data treatment during an Aging Run and for a Correction Run 
Methods callable during an Aging Run: 
RUN_FINAL 
The Application needs to run a finalize method to do some final steps after the Aging is finished, see 
Figure 6.1.3 
 
Methods callable during a Correction Run: 
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DAGO_DEFN_CALIBRATE 
In case the Application has done changes in the definition of a Data Aging Object, e.g. added a table that 
was not aged before, an extraordinary run – a Correction Run - has to take place. The data of this table 
will be taken into account for future Aging Runs. But the remaining data which should have been taken in 
the past now needs to be moved as well. The Application has to provide some coding here for Aging this 
remaining data in the Correction Run. 
DARUN_CRASH_RECOVERY 
The Application needs some special treatment of its data in case an Aging Run has crashed.  
In case the Application does not implement all or some of these methods, the exception 
DAAG_NOT_IMPLEMENTED shall be returned within these methods. 
 
6.4 Application-specific Statistics 
The Aging Service provides some statistics for each Aging Run, such as how many Business Object 
instances have been moved and the number of lines, additionally the Max Date and Reference Date that 
are valid after an Aging Run, and the current Absolute Max Date and Reference Date. 
Depending on the Application, some additional statistics may be necessary. No special API is provided by 
the Aging Service. These statistics need to be collected by the Application itself. They have to be written 
before the UPDATE callback method is called. So these statistic values are part of the transactional 
context. 
For accessing these special Application statistic values, at least for an overview, these statistics are 
combined with the Aging Service statistics. The Aging Services provide a solution for forward navigation 
starting at the Run Statistics of an Aging Object to the specific statistics. The Application needs to provide 
a Transaction, which has to be stored in the design time DAgO definition in Transaction DAGOBJ, 
Header Data: Transaction (Appl. Statistics). 

 
This Transaction requires a parameter set consistent for the following: 

 “Data Aging Object Name”   “Run-ID” of the Aging Run. 
 
Furthermore, if the User has navigated to the Application Run specific statistics, it depends on the 
implementation of the details display, whether direct navigation to another detail within this Aging Object 
is possible without returning to DAGRUN.  
The necessity for the customer, to return to Transaction DAGRUN for further details on the same Aging 
Object should be avoided by the Application.  
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6.5 APIs 
A lot of central information interfaces are provided by the Aging Service for usage in Application coding. 
 CL_DAAG_STATISTICS_API 

Several statistics are given for a specified DAgO, run or date. 
Especially this API has to be used to get the Max Date and the Global Max Date. 

 CL_DAAG_OBJECT_API 
For generation, creation and maintenance of Enhancement Aging Objects 

 CL_DAAG_API_PARTITIONING 
For generation, creation and maintenance of Partitioning Objects 

 CL_DAAG_RUNTIME_LOG 
Instance is passed by the processing interface. It has to be used for writing Application logs.  
 

6.6 Propose Partition Ranges 
The Propose Partition Ranges functionality proposes the Partition Ranges after taking into consideration 
the constraints of the databases with regards to the partitions. The partitions are proposed based on 
following criteria. 
 

 Different databases have different limitations on the number of records each partition can hold. For 
example, in case of HANA it is 2 billion records per partition.  The partitioning is done based on a Date field (column) in the database table. Once a suitable Date 
Field is identified in the database table, the data load in the database table is analyzed and 
Partition Ranges are proposed. It is possible for the User to change the proposed ranges for the 
partitions. When the User changes the proposed ranges, automatic calculation happens for the 
number of records available in the new range and adjustments are made to other ranges as well. 

The Application may or may not deliver the Partitioning Objects with the Customizing settings like Base 
Table and Date Field. 
6.6.1 With Customizing in Transaction DAGPTC 
In Transaction DAGPTC, the Applications deliver the Partitioning Object along with the Base Table and 
Date Field. 

 
 
During Partition Ranges creation in Transaction DAGPTM, the partitions will be proposed based on the 
distribution of data in the Base Table along the Date Field. The Propose Partition Ranges button  
shows the following details: 

 Proposed Partition Ranges for all tables of the Partitioning Object 
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 Tables of the Partitioning Object with respective data in memory  Distribution of data for the Base Table at different time dimensions based on the Date Field 
 

Steps to run: 
In the Schedule Job window, choose Execute to schedule a job. 
The Partition Ranges are created for all tables associated to the Partitioning Object based on the selected 
proposed Partition Ranges. 

 
 
6.6.2 Without Customizing in Transaction DAGPTC 
The Application does not deliver the Partitioning Objects with the customizing settings like Base Table 
and Date Field. 

 
You can propose Partition Ranges for the tables associated with a Partitioning Object. 
Steps to run: 

1. In Transaction DAGPTM, select the Partitioning Object for which you want to propose Partition 
Ranges. 
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2. Choose Propose Partition Range . 
3. Select the Date Field. 
4. You can view the details like data load for the table for which the Date Field was selected 

(Annual), existing Partition Ranges for the tables associated with the Partitioning Object, and 
proposed Partition Ranges. 

5. Select a proposed Partition Range.  
Note: If the Date Field is specified for more than one table, the Partition Ranges are proposed for 
all tables for which the date field is specified. 

6. Choose Generate Partition Ranges.   
7. In the Schedule Job window, choose Execute to schedule a job. 

 
6.7 Application Packaging 
The Data Aging Run and the UNDO Run can be executed in sequential mode or parallel mode. 
In case the Applications deliver their Data Aging Objects in parallel mode, then the interface 
IF_DAAG_RUNTIME_PARALLEL has to be implemented. In case the Application wants to execute 
the related Business Object list in the same package and does not want to split the Business Objects 
across different tasks, then the optional exporting parameter ET_BO_PACKAGING can be used. 
6.8 Splitting of Partitions 
Splitting of Partition Ranges is an optional feature provided in Transaction DAGPTM. This feature 
helps to split an already existing Partition Range into two or more Partition Ranges. The border dates 
of the existing range are kept for the resulting ranges. (Please see diagram below). This feature is 
useful when an existing Partition Range cannot accommodate more data. Be aware, that splitting of 
partitions is a costly operation involving an exclusive lock on the tables. During a split operation, only 
read operations are possible for the table, but not write operations. This is effectively a business 
downtime.  
The procedure to do the splitting is described in the diagram below. 

1. Select the Partitioning Object in the “Manage Partitions” screen. 
2. Click the button “Split Partition”. 
3. Select the Partition Range to be split. 
4. Enter the new Partition Ranges. (Please ensure that the start date of the first range and 

the end date of the last range are in sync with the start and end dates of the existing 
Partition Range). 

5. Click the button “Split”. 
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7 Access to Historical Data 
7.1 WHERE-Clause 
As the _DATAAGING column is visible at the HANA native layer as well as in the ABAP DDIC, you could 
use it in SQL WHERE-conditions. However, this is not recommended as it is error-prone due to the 
restricted default visibility in the AS ABAP and special care for initial values signaling Current Data. 
HANA-natively (e.g. the HANA studio), the statement extension „WITH RANGE RESTRICTION“ is used 
to set an Aging Temperature context. The „WITH RANGE RESTRICTION“ extension is handled on the 
HDB like a WHERE-clause and will be concatenated with “and” with additional WHERE-constraints. Open 
SQL statements in ABAP do not support this extension. To set the Data Aging Temperature context in 
ABAP, read Chapter 7.3. 
To summarize, the usage of the _DATAAGING column in the WHERE-clause should be avoided. We 
illustrate the RANGE_RESTRICTION clause, so that you can understand SQL traces better that include 
the suffix. 
 
Example: 
For access to Current Data only: select * from "SCHEMA"."TABLE" with RANGE_RESTRICTION('CURRENT'); 
 
For cutting off older data but including Current Data: select * from "SCHEMA"."TABLE" with RANGE_RESTRICTION('20130101'); 
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7.2 Stored Procedure Calls 
 
When calling Stored Procedures directly (outside ABAP, using the EXEC statement) the Temperature 
context can be set by using the extension “WITH RANGE_RESTRICTION ( )” after the procedure. 
For access to Current Data only: call "schema"."TEST" WITH RANGE_RESTRICTION('CURRENT') 
 
For cutting off older data: call "schema"."TEST" WITH RANGE_RESTRICTION('2010-02-01') 
 
 7.3 ABAP Applications 
When accessing tables from ABAP, only the Current / Hot Area is read by default. This means that the 
Application developers must check their Application to see whether only Current visibility (according to 
the implementation of Data Aging logic) is appropriate. If it is necessary to access all data (Current and 
Historical Data) in core processes, this often points to weak Data Aging Rules. However, there are 
exceptions when including Historical access is justified because otherwise too restrictive Data Aging 
Rules would not bring about enough of a savings in memory.  
 
To access Historical Data in native (ADBC) and open SQL as well as for AMDP (ABAP Managed 
Database Procedures) you need to set the Temperature context using the methods of the classes 
CL_ABAP_SESSION_TEMPERATURE or CL_ABAP_STACK_TEMPERATURE. Unless overridden by 
these methods, the DBSL layer extends the SQL-statement with the suffix “WITH 
RANGE_RESTRICTION('CURRENT')” in the default case. The HANA Database gets the altered 
statement and only accesses the Current partition. The two core classes manipulate this DBSL default 
behavior.  
 
Note: This mechanism only works within ABAP-AS (DBSL).   
A SELECT statement bypassing the DBSL e.g. via the HANA Studio directly retrieves Current as well as 
Historical Data.   
7.3.1 Class CL_ABAP_SESSION_TEMPERATURE 
 
This class sets the Data Temperature for the entire internal ABAP Session. If a call stack is created (e.g. 
by calling a class method in a report), the Temperature is inherited by the called units. (For program calls, 
see method SET_PASSING_TO_PROGRAMS). However, only a single controller (see method 
GET_SESSION_CONTROL) can set the Session Temperature. 
 
The class has the following methods: 
  GET_SESSION_CONTROL 

This public static method gets an instance to the class. This instance can be requested only once. 
If the instance is requested again, an exception of class CX_ABAP_SESSION_TEMPERATURE 
is raised. For this reason, the Session Temperature should be set only in a central entry point to a 
processing logic for which detailed processing is planned in this Temperature context. (For 
example, after START-OF-SELECTION in a data destruction report or when calling the 
initialization method of a Web Dynpro that reads Historical Data in all methods). Using the 
instance provided, the methods described below can be used to control the Session 
Temperature. 
  SET_HOT 
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This public instance method sets the Temperature to Current during an ABAP Session. This 
means that after the method is called, only the Current Area is accessed. It needs to be called, if 
the Temperature context was set to Historical before.   SET_COLD 
This public instance method sets the Temperature to Historical during the ABAP session. This 
means that after this method is called, both the Current Area and the entire Historical Area are 
accessed. In the Historical Area this is from 0001-01-01 until 9999-12-31 and in the Current Area 
it is 0000-00-00. Be aware that setting to – unqualified/total – Historical leads to loading lots of 
aged data. You should always find a minimum Temperature as high as possible while not 
jeopardizing the correctness of a query. The derivation of such a “cut-off” Temperature from 
business parameters in a query might not be easy but it is essential from a performance and 
memory savings point of view. The preferred method is the following:  
  SET_TEMPERATURE 
This public instance method permits you to set a specific Temperature using the importing 
parameter IM_TEMPERATURE. With this method, some Historical Data can be cut off the 
retrieval. This means that the Temperature in the Historical Area is restricted during the ABAP 
Session. For example, if you apply the date 2013-09-16, the Current Area is read as 0000-00-00 
and the Historical Area as 2013-09-16 to 9999-12-31. The DBSL is adding “WITH 
RANGE_RESTRICTION('2013-09-16')” to the statements. 
  SET_PASSING_TO_PROGRAMS 
The Temperature context will usually not be passed to program calls like SUBMIT, CALL 
TRANSACTION and CALL DIALOG. For achieving the Temperature passing to such calls this 
public instance method can be used. Note: the session control of the sessions inheriting the Temperature context can newly be 
requested in the new session. 

 
 7.3.2 Class CL_ABAP_STACK_TEMPERATURE 
 
This class enables the ABAP Session Temperature (including the default Current that is set implicitly) to 
be overwritten within procedures (FORM, FUNCTION or METHOD), for the current procedure and for any 
procedures that are called from within the current procedure by  PERFORM   CALL METHOD  CALL FUNCTION  RAISE EVENT  CALL SCREEN  CALL TRANSFORMATION 

 
By default, the Temperature is not passed to the program calls 

 SUBMIT  CALL TRANSACTION  CALL DIALOG 
Additional control methods are available to pass the Temperature here, see below.  
The Temperature setting is logged for the function module call in the statement 

 CALL FUNCTION .. IN UPDATE TASK 
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It is possible to process multiple function modules (together) of this type in a single update request, which 
means that these function modules are executed in the update with the minimum Temperature settings 
logged for the calls. 
The class has the following methods: 

 SET_HOT 
This public class method sets the Temperature within the procedure in question to Current. 

 SET_COLD 
This public class method sets the Temperature within the procedure in question to Historical. Try 
to avoid this method (see explanation of SET_COLD above.) 

 SET_TEMPERATURE 
This public class method enables a specific Temperature to be set within the procedure using the 
importing parameter IM_TEMPERATURE. 

 RESET 
This public class method sets the Temperature within the procedure back to the Temperature set 
when the procedure was called. 

 GET_TEMPERATURE 
This public class method gets the current Temperature within the procedure. 

Methods are available for defining how Temperatures are passed to called programs: 
 SET_PASSING_TO_PROGRAMS 

This public class method activates or deactivates the passing of Temperatures in program calls 
explicitly (depending on the parameter value passed). 

 RESET_PASSING_TO_PROGRAMS 
This public class method resets the configuration of passes in program calls to its state when the 
subroutine was called. 

 GET_PASSING_TO_PROGRAMS 
This public class method gets the current configuration state of Temperatures passed in program 
calls. 

The configuration of Temperatures passed in program calls is forwarded automatically in these program 
calls. 
Upon exit of a procedure, the Temperature of the ABAP runtime system is reset automatically to the value 
that applied when the procedure began. Units called synchronously (if they were processed in the same 
internal session) inherit the Temperature automatically. 
The temperature setting is not inherited when the internal session is left, for example in 

 CALL FUNCTION DESTINATION 
 CALL FUNCTION STARTING NEW TASK 
 CALL FUNCTION IN BACKGROUND TASK 
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 CALL FUNCTION IN BACKGROUND UNIT 
 http requests 

In asynchronously called procedures within the internal Session, the Temperature setting is used in the 
actual execution. 
By default, the Temperature is not passed in the program calls 

 SUBMIT 
 CALL TRANSACTION 
 CALL DIALOG 

 
Note: Compared to the Stack Temperature control, the Session Temperature control has a more global 
scope. 
 
Examples of Access to Historical Data 
The program RDAAG_READ_CURR_AND_HIST_DATA explains the general behavior and sequence of 
calls for data access to aged data. The code snippet below gives an example of using the core classes 
mentioned above. 
  DATA gt_exa_sbook TYPE TABLE OF daag_exa_sbook.  * Only Current/HOT data is read. SELECT * FROM daag_exa_sbook INTO TABLE gt_exa_sbook. CLEAR: gt_exa_sbook.  * Set the Session Control DATA(lr_session_control) = cl_abap_session_temperature=>get_session_control( ).  * Set the Session Temperature to COLD/Historical lr_session_control->set_cold( ).  * Both HOT/Current and COLD/Historical data is read SELECT * FROM daag_exa_sbook INTO TABLE gt_exa_sbook. CLEAR: gt_exa_sbook.  * SET the temperature to 16.09.2013 lr_session_control->set_temperature( im_temperature = '16092013' ). PERFORM stack_select.  * HOT/Current data (00000000) and COLD/Historical (16092013 - 31129999) are * read SELECT * FROM daag_exa_sbook INTO TABLE gt_exa_sbook. CLEAR: gt_exa_sbook. 
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 *&---------------------------------------------------------------------* *&      Form  STACK_SELECT *&---------------------------------------------------------------------* *       Example PERFORM CALL *----------------------------------------------------------------------* *----------------------------------------------------------------------* FORM stack_select . * Determine present temperature   DATA(lv_temperature) = cl_abap_stack_temperature=>get_temperature( ).   WRITE: lv_temperature. "==> Inherited Session-Temperature = 16092013  * HOT/Current data (00000000) and COLD/Historical (16092013 - 31129999) are * read   SELECT * FROM daag_exa_sbook INTO TABLE gt_exa_sbook.   CLEAR: gt_exa_sbook.  * Set the temperature in the STACK to HOT/Current   cl_abap_stack_temperature=>set_hot( ).  * Only HOT/Current Temperature is read   SELECT * FROM daag_exa_sbook INTO TABLE gt_exa_sbook.   CLEAR: gt_exa_sbook.  
 ENDFORM.                    " STACK_SELECT Figure 7.3.2 Coding examples 

 7.3.3 Data Access in Logical Databases using Core Classes 
A Logical Database (or in short LDB) is a kind of encapsulated access service. The 
CL_ABAP_SESSION_TEMPERATURE has a more global scope and the Session Temperature can be 
set only once. Because of this, it is more appropriate to use the Session Temperature control in the 
programs or Application which make use of the LDBs. The stack temperature 
(CL_ABAP_STACK_TEMPERATURE) control is better suited for use within LDBs. However, it will lead to 
setting the temperature in many LDB form routines. 
 
7.3.4 Debugger Settings for Data Aging 
There is a setting available in the debugger session to see the Data Aging Temperature. The following 
screenshot given below shows the setting for “Display Data Temperature”. 
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When the setting is switched on, a new tab will appear in the debugger and the temperature values can 
be seen. 

 
 
7.4 CDS views 
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The effective temperature of the CDS views can be set by the annotation DataAging.noAgingRestriction 
The behavior of this annotation is as follows 
If there are no annotations specified, the temperature control from the caller is effective. By default, only 
Current Data is selected.  

 DataAging.noAgingRestriction: 'false' leads to getting only Hot / Current Data from 
the CDS view. In effect this works in the same way as when the annotation is not specified. 

 DataAging.noAgingRestriction: 'true' leads to getting all data for the CDS view. It 
does not matter whether the caller has any other effective Temperature. Note that, having no 
Temperature restriction results in higher resource consumption and I/O for all Historical records of 
the involved tables. So it should be used with care.  

An example of the CDS view with Data Aging annotation is given in the screenshot below. 
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8 Example Objects 
The following Objects are delivered by SAP as examples of Data Aging Objects. 

 EPM_SO  
Data Aging Object with “Enterprise Procurement Model (EPM)” sales order tables 

 EPM_ENHANCEMENT 
Enhancement Object based on EPM. Aging Object EPM_SO is enhanced with this object. 

 EPM_REUSE 
Reuse Object for EPM. Used in EPM_SO. 

9 Residence Time 
Applications that use residence time must offer administration capabilities. You can build the 
administration similar to the Data Aging Object BC_SBAL. A view cluster that can be controlled by a 
transaction must be created. (For example, Tr. SLRG; VC: V_BALDAAG_RESID; table 
BALDAAG_RESID). 
The residence time is entered in days. The valid values for the residence time are 

 Initial (Default residence time of 10 days is considered) 
 >= 0 for Aging after X days (0 = immediately) 

Therefore, you need to create the data type for the residence time field as a CHAR. You also have to 
create a conversion routine. Use a separate domain to do so. 
Depending on the Application, define the permitted entries for the condition fields. The only permitted wild 
card character is the asterisks (*).  It stands for "all field value for which no entries have been explicitly 
defined".  
The (*) cannot be evaluated until all other conditions have been evaluated. 
Example SLGR 

 
Fig 8.1: Example of Customizing for Residence Time  
Here are the Object and Subobject condition fields.  
  0 days are maintained for the combination SBAL_TEST/DAAG. 
   Initial is maintained for the combination SBAL_TEST/* (this means everything except DAAG) and 
       therefore default residence time of 10 days is considered in Data Aging. 14 days are maintained for 
all remaining, possible combinations. 
Note: Please consider providing a default residence time in the aging runtime class, if there are no values 
are maintained. 
We advise to make the Transaction switchable with the switch DAAG_USAGE. 
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With the S4HANA OP1610 release, the Transaction code for the residence time can be maintained in the 
metadata of Data Aging Objects. Data Aging Framework provides an IMG node and Transaction code 
DAAG_RESI_RULE, through which the residence time corresponding to each Data Aging Object can be 
maintained.  
 


